
 Temescal Legacies: Narratives of Change from a North Oakland Neighborhood   
 2006, softcover book, 184 pages, illustrated

 Explores five historically significant changes to the Temescal district and surrounding neighborhoods 
 of North Oakland and the impacts of these changes on the community. Features interviews with 
 long-time Oakland residents, and includes over 200 photographs. Best Seller!

      $20.00 including sales tax and shipping.     Number of copies          x  $20.00 each  =  $

 Temescal Album: History of a Neighborhood   1998, O-ring bound book, 32 pages, illustrated

 A general introduction to the history of North Oakland’s Temescal neighborhood. 
 Designed in the style of a family album and featuring photographs, articles, and other 
 gems gleaned from local archives and private collections. Now in its fifth printing!

      $14.00 including sales tax and shipping.      Number of copies          x  $14.00 each  =  $

 Where We Live: Stories from Temescal   1998/2007, DVD, 46 minutes

 Video portrait of the Temescal neighborhood drawn from stories of long-time residents 
 and merchants, as well as newcomers to the neighborhood.

      $18.00 including sales tax and shipping.      Number of copies          x  $18.00 each  =  $

 A Walk Through Temescal   1997, booklet, 28 pages, illustrated, with update insert

 Co-published by the Oakland Heritage Alliance, this booklet offers two self-guided walking 
 tours of Temescal’s key historic sites. Includes orientation map and photographs.

      $5.00 including sales tax and shipping.        Number of copies           x   $5.00 each  =  $

 Timeline/Lifeline: A Brief History of the Temescal Community and Fire Station 8
 2003, fold-out brochure, 10 pages

 A full-color timeline that tells the interweaving story of Temescal’s development as 
 a community and Fire Station 8’s evolution. Especially useful in the classroom!

      FREE plus $1.00 each for shipping.              Number of copies           x   $1.00 each  =  $

                               Here is my additional donation to Shared Ground in the the amount of  $

                                                                                                                            TOTAL  =  $

SHArED GrOuND  ✥  ORdER FORm
To purchase copies of the following, print out this form, fill out the information below, and return with your check (payable 
to “Shared Ground”) to Shared Ground, 477 Rich St., Oakland, CA 94609. Please allow two weeks for delivery.
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